
5.Algebraic skills
1. Completing lhe squarel

7. Properties of logarithms {change of base, adding I subtracting natural logs)

3. Hyperbolics anrJ Euler's identitv

4. Domains of trig functicns, e:pecially ones wlth discontinuities like iangent

5, Graphs of ccmm6n functions like e^x, log x, xA'n, since they are useful for doing volume

problems.

3 Reconnmendations
l-" Make a study sheet for each quiz ancltest that summarizes the concepts, equations, and

identities f*r tlre chaPter-s"

Z. Always check if definite integrals are even I odd functions! lt will save time and

embarrassment.
3. lnstead of memorizing the patterns to identify doing trig substitutions when integrating,

just remember the two basic trig identities (with sin and cos, tan and sec) and learn to

see the relationship e\,ery tinre. This alsc helped me to not get confused when there

were other ccnstants irr the integrand)"

2 Study 0r pe!'scnal rnistakes

1. Not memorizing all cf the derivatives of trig and inverse trig functions at the beginning

of the quarter.
Z. t{ot spencling time re-doirrg quizzes tc' make sure I understood my mistakes.



Dear future students

5 pre-requisite skills you need to master:

1. Trigonometric identities, especially tan2x + 1 = sec2x

2. The special angles, e.g' sin90=1, cos90=0, tan45=1, etc'

3. lnequalitY
4. Graphs of the commonly used functions, e.g. e,, sinx, tanx, cosx, lnx, etc

5. Partialfraction

3 recommendations to improve your chance of succeeding in this class:

1. I highly suggest you make a study group. Unfortunately llormed a study gro-uP late in the

quJrter aslliAni know anyone in this class. lf you're in this class with your friends, good.

Have at least 1 group study session once a week. But if you're like me, don't be shy: get out

of your comfort ione, make friends, and form a study group. lt doesn't matter if your study

group mates are smarter or "dumber" than you. I realized you can also learn by explaining

the concepts or answering questions from your study group mates. Group studying, if done

correcly, will really help in having a stronger grasp in the concept as you get to fact check

with your friends.
2. The pace of this class is pretty fast as there are a lot of materials to be covered. Your head

will probably be overwheimed by the sheer amount of concepts you have to digest and

retain. Afteicopying the notes from the class, transfer it to a separate notebook, make a

mind-map of the imlortant concepts that you need to memorize. This is especially true for

the FundamentalTheory of Calculus (FTC l, ll and lll).

A. Have a tidy working so that when you solve questions, chances of making a mistake such

as copying the wrong equation or forgetting the negative sign will be less. You can make this

habit'by wiiting your work "properly" whenever you do your homework or when you practice

on your own so that it becomes one of your habits'

2 mistakes that I made in this class:
1. I was not familiar with the trigonometry anti-derivatives. All the common anti-derivatives were

at my finger tips, but I wasn't familiar with the anti-derivative of cscxcotx /cotx /cscx /secx'

Be fimiliir with all the anti-derivatives as solving definite integrals is mostly about

recognizing the pattern.
2. Afteigetting a pretty decent score on my pre-requisite test, I had this false sense of

assurince inat t A was not going to be that difficult. But, I was wrong. Even if you do well on

the pre-requisite test, or the quizzes, never get complacent.



Personal Development Exercise

A. Five algebraic skills that I did not master before this class are using sigrna notation, using the

discriminant, finding limits, knowing the graphs of different polynomials, and symmetry of
functions.

B" I recommend students to active listeners and thinkers during lecfirres. It is easier to learn and

remember the material if one attempts to solve the problems with the professor instead of
mindlessly copying down notes. Orally answering questions that the professor asks helps both

you and other students to remember the material. Another recommendation is that students

should space out the homework. Sometimes there are many homework problems for each

section and the sheer amount can seem overwhelming, so students should work it over the

course of two or three days" This will help keep the information fresh in their minds.

However. the should not take too long to do the homework because they may fall behind.

Also, I suggest that students should go the tutoilng center as much as possible. I tend to get

distracted at home, so a place r.vhere there aren't TVs and refrigerators is a good environment

to work on homework and study. Being surrounded by people doing math encourages one to

do so as well and there are always tutors.

C. One mistake I made was not doing all of the homework problems, which mainly hurt my quiz

grades. In the beginning I did do all of the problems, but after a while I mainly only did

problems that were a bit complex. Although there were many problems that used similar

techniques, practice is essential. Doing similar problems embeds the techniques into the brain

so they won't be easily forgotten. Another mistake I made was not studying over several days

for quizzes, midterms, and especially the final. I procrastinated too much and only studied a

fbw days before. Again, everyday practice is the key to becoming familiar with new material

and remernbering it for longer periods of time.



Personal DeveloPment EssaY

lf I had master of some more of my basic algebraic skills, I wouldn't have

struggled as much as I did in this class' Most of my problems stemmed from my

Xnoiriedge of trigonometry. I was pretty fluent in trig in high school, but that was when I

was a sopnomore taking irig, 3 years igo. lf I knew my trig fundamental identities, the

double angle formulas,lno-itre angles better, I wouldn't have spent so much of the first

5 weeks s[ruggling. Some problem also came from the more basic integrals/derivatives

that I memorized is a junior. lt was all the trig derivatives and some of the rules of

derivatives, such as L'i{opitals and the Chain rule. lcouldn't recall them so I messed up

my first few quizzes because I didn't do my integrals correctly. Also, I wish I was more

fluent with my functions and their graphs, especially the ln and e^x graphs' ln order to

do very well in this class, you need full mastery over trig identities and.formals. This will

allow you to manipulate them in any way for doing trigonometric substitution as well as

,ecognizing some integrals as a trig identity. You will also recall them faster and be able

to cdmplete about 1t4-ot the course if you have complete mastery over your trig. Find a

study partner. l'm only in my second quarter of De.Anza and I barely know anyone, even

within my class. lt's not thai l'm not amicable but l'm a bit focused and didn't want to

meet 
"nyon" 

the first few weeks. This made it difficult to find a study partner and form

groups tb study for big tests, which is one of the big keys items that Professor Lo

r-eco*mends his students to do. lt's also helpful if you have a friend who can give you

notes and homework if you are absent. My last recommendation is don't take this class

unless you have 314 mastery of the basic concepts or at least are willing to put in the

extra effort to get you math skills up. I struggled so much because I haven't taken

calculus in z yeari. Knowing you basics will allow you to breeze through the hyperbolic

sections, the iirst bit of integlils, and understand how to manipulate integrals much

faster and in a shorter *ay. Since I lacked that skill, I also felt downtrodden so I kind of

skimped on my homework a bit. No, I did not skip doing my homework, but I did get lazy

and didn,t do all of it. I relied heavily on my class knowledge and intuition, but that only

got me so far. I needed all the practice I could get in order for me to face the problems

wnicn were not present in lectures. Most problems come from homework, midterm

packets, or something that the professor throws at you, bul2l3 things I just mention

comes from study miterial. So do your homework and midterm reviews, and do every

problem. My other mistake was that I waited until the 2 days after to do homework and

usually tne bay before the study. So basically, I procrastinated a lot. You won't have

enough time to soak in the infoimation, even if you review very well or do a bunch of

homjwork problems. ldid that and information was scrambled in my mind when lwent

into a test or quiz. lt was cluttered and there was just too many types of problems that I

tried to memorize, and I couldn't match the proper way to solve it with the problems on

the test. plus I even forgot formulas at times. Cramming is not worthwhile for studying.

When I look back, even studying 2 days is not enough to soak in information' Start

studying one class to two class days ahead and review a bit of old information, so that it

slowly soaks into your long term memory.



I have learned a lot and enjoyed studying in Math 1B class, however, I wish I knew what

I know now and took some steps to improve my understanding. From the beginning of the class I

had problem with remembering trigonometry formulas and derivatives of inverse trigonometric

functions. I had to spend more time than I expected in order to remember and leam those again

which took me a lot of time and energy, yet I don't feel that I am master in those areas yet' If I

was more ready in those areas I would have spent less time on exams or when doing homeworks

trying to remember the formula, and still sometimes I would get them wrong'

I recommend all students to spend enough time on doing homeworks as it really helps

improving our understanding. Also, it may be good to have a cheat-sheet at home which contains

all formulas we need to remember, and study it whenever we are doing homework, or when we

are studyin gfor quizzes. I also recommend studying the book, as students may not be able to

solve all homework questions by studying only the notebook, and eventually it may cause them

to do poorly on quizzes.

One of the big mistakes I did that I think impacted my score is that I started to re-study

trigonometry formulas very late in the quarter. I lost some point before I finally tried to learn

them, and because it was late,I still am not very good at it. Moreover,I knew some students who

would not listen carefully at class, so they did not get some of very important concepts, and they

had missed some hints that were given before exam days. Eventually they had to drop the class.

I hope everyone does his/her best at this class'



Personal DeveloPment Exercise

A. 5 algebraic skills you should master.

1. double angle identities. 2. Polynomial long division' 3' Areas of trapezoids, circles,

triangles and rectangle. 4. lnverse sine/ cosine/ tangent 5. symmetry of functions

and graPhs.

B. 3 recommendations for success

1. listen carefully in the class. lt is the most important thing in study math' This can

help you understand the context and know how to do the homework'

2. study hard at the beginning of the quarter. very important! lf you do very well in your

first midterm, you can average one of your next two midterms. You can also save a

lot of time in later study. lt is better for you to study step by step rather than swallow

up allthing at one time.

3. Make use of the office hour. You can ask any questions you do not understand and

make improvement from mistake. You can also defend you work in office hour. Do

not give up. Even though sometimes you can not get credits back, at least you can

know why you are wrong and ovoid this kind of mistake next time'

C. 2 personal "mistakes"

One mistake I made in this class is in my midterm 1. I made this mistake because I did

not remember the exactly definition of inflection points. So review what you have

studied before carefullY'

Another mistake I made in this class is in my midterm 2. I didn't read the question very

carefully, so I find the mean value instead of median value. This is a stupid mistake. So

always remember read the questions very carefully and you willfind it is not so hard to

success in this class'



Personal DeveloPment

Skills

From previous classes, it's really helpfulto know log rules, exponential rules' all the trig

identities, trig and inverse trig graphs, and what the other basic graphs look like (ln' e^x' etc)'

lncrease Chances of Success

It,s really helpful if you form a study group with people from the class' lf s good to see

how other people solve problems, especially with integrals, because they may teach you a new

way to solve the problem. This is also helpful, because the best way to learn something is to

teach it, so in the study group, it's beneficial for you to help someone out who is struggling'

Next, I would say go to the Math Tutorial center. lfs such a good resource to turn to if you have

a question about a specifrc problem or a concept. lt's also a good way to meet other people from

whatever math you're in, so you can help each other out. The last tip is to make sure you ask

questions from the homework. This is helpful because people do teach math differently' so if the

tutor confused you or you still don,t understand a concept, it's best to hear it from your teacher.

It,s also helpfulfor other students in the class who might not have understood that same

concePt.

Studv Mistakes

A common mistake that is detrimentalto your grade is waiting until the weekend before

the midterm to start studying. The teacherwill emailthe midterm study guide usually a week

before the midterm, and it is hard to start then because of homeworkfrom other classes, but in

the end it is beneficialto start studying right as you get the study guide' lt gives you more time to

practice concepts and ask questions. Don',t fall behind on homework. since it's a quarter

system, if you fall behind on homework it's going to be hard to catch up quickly' Homework is

how you prac{ice the concepts learned in class, so you aren't going to actually understand

anything if you don't do the homework after hearing the lecture in class'



Math 18 Personal DeveloPment

5 skills to imProve on:

Logarithms

Polynomials

Multiplicative and Divisional properties of exponentials

Negative exPonent vs inverse

Rules of limits and continuitY

3 Recommendations:

work with at least one other person in the class for homework. IT HELPS

Always do the homework

Master each lesson the day it's taught rather than cramming towards the end

2 Mistakes:

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

I didn,t actively study the specific steps for solving longer problems

The portion of the class thai covers methods of integration contains a lot of different

techniques to master. Forgetting even a variation of a technique can cost you when it

comes to the midterms.

I didn't learn to catch my mistakes while solving problems

My biggest struggle with this class was my own amount of natural error' I didn't have

trouble the material. It became difficult at times, but they were simple to master' If you

are someone who makes many stupid mistakes, learn to catch yourself when solving

homework problems. It will help A LOT'



Personal DeveloPment Exercise:

Al A few skills that students should master before 18 are their trigonometric formulas as this makes it

easier to figure out integrations. one should learn their graphs so that they can do volume problems'

They should memorize jerivatives, values of important logarithms and exponentials as well as how to

evaluate limits along with L Hopital's rule'

Bl you should always do the homework. Although the final is mostly from the review packets, doing the

homework will significantly improve your quiz ,ior.r. lt will also help develop your understanding of the

concepts.

For the mid-terms do the review packets religiously. The concepts on the midterms are the same as

those given on the review packets. tf you can understand and solve the problems on the review packets

with confidence, you will be able to figure out the questions in the midterms'

Use the group tutoring. Most students don't go to group tutoring so for me it was like private tutoring

but with a student who had taken the same professor and not only helped me better understand

concept but also gave me tips on how to do better in the class'

cl The first mistake I made was not reviewing my quizzes and midterms after they were graded' I think if

I solved the problems that I couldn't solve during the tests later I would have been able to stop

repeating the same mistakes. This would've also helped me identify where I need more work'

Another mistake I made was not mixing up the questions while doing them. ln the review packets it

states that we should cut up the questions and pick them at random and do them' one should really do

this as it makes it easier to identify the process of how to do the questions in quizzes and tests'



Five algebraic skills that lor someone I know did not master well and caused problems'

1. concepts of some trig functions (csc x, cot x). For example' once I stuck on how

to antidifferentiate (1+cost)/sin€ t, which can be simply written as csc€ t+ csc t * cot t'

2. Derivatives of some trig functions. (csc x, cot x)' Sometimes I had to calculate

derivatives of csc x and cot x during tests, which caused a lot of time wasted'

3. Derivatives of some inverse trig functions. The bad effect is similar to No' 2'

4. Some concepts of hyperbolic functions'

5. GraPhs of some functions.

Three recommendations
1. Stay sharp during classes. Taking notes is not enough. We should think about the

notes and understand them before writing them down. Understanding is more important

than memorizing, and understanding helps us memorize things'

2. stay focused in classes. Each class is really continuous, which means if you get

absent minded in class at a time, you will have trouble catching up during the rest time of

class. lf you don't want to struggle during classes, do not try to do something that are not

related to what you are learning during class time'

3. Do homework wisely. The purpose of doing homework is not to just finish

something. You are supposed to know how to do one type of problems by doing a few

problems under similar conditions. Practice makes perfect, and it's our job to sum up

what we've gained from practicing and master what we've learned'

Two mistakes
1. One mistake lmade was that ldidn't realize the importance of memorizing some

formulas, derivatives and antiderivatives. One bad impactwas that lhad to spend a lot of

time calculating something that can be simply written if I had memorized it. Another bad

impact is that my way of figuring out solutions to a problem was restricted, which lead to

unneces$ary work.

Z. One mistake someone I know have made was not being careful enough during

tests. Since the numbers in the questions are designed to be easily calculated, a small

mistakes in calculation might make the thing you are evaluating look terrible. Aso, if you

didn't notice something "small" but important in the question, you would probably do it

incorrectly.

b.



Personal DeveloPment Exercise

Algebra skills:

1. Get used to the 6 trigonometric function and the 3 Pythagorean identities' If you 1n[s sec I 35

I
.irr, you may lose all the points for the question'

2. Know how to do long division. when you subtract, be careful of the signs' check after

calculating.

3. Be familiar with the derivatives of basic functions (power, exponential' logarithmic'

trigonometric, inverse trigonometric)

4. Don't forget to use the chain rule'

5. Be careful of the domain whenever you solve an equation or a definite integral problem'

Recommendations:

1. Do the homework. Although you may not have time to solve every single problem completely'

you need to make sure you know how to do them. It is a better way to help you understand the

material better. If there is a question you cannot figure out how to do it immediately, write it

down on a paper and try to solve it completely. That will help you be more familiar with the

material and save time in exams.

2.Takeadvantage of the review packets. Some questions in the tests and the final exam are taken

directly from them with just the number change. If you do all the questions, you can reduce the

points losing in tests.

3. Work in group. It is a good way to do your homework or review for the

quizzeslmidterms/final exam with your classmates because you can ask questions, compare

solutions, and learn better methods.

Mistakes need to avoid:

1. When using z-substitution to evaluate definite integrals, do not forget to change the values of

upper and lower limits, and keep them in their positions. If you do not change the limits, you will

plug in the wrong numbers when calculating the final answer. If you just take the smaller u asthe

lower limit, you may get an opposite result compared to the correct answer. There is another

method you can use to avoid the mistake: frnd the anti-derivative of the integrand first, and then,

plug in the numbers of x'

2. You should review for each quiz, midterm, and final exam. You need to look through our

notes, memorize the formulas, and solve several problems to practice. You may think quiz only

cover a few things, and you have already understood them, but it is not the case. The review can

give you a kind of oofeel" and help you solve problems smoothly during exams'



Personal I)cvcloPment

A.) Algebraic skills that I didn't master befbre

o The imagc of graphs of polynomral functions

. Double angle fonnula for trigonomctry

. The understanding of limit

. Calculation of summation

. Differcntiation of invcrsc trigonometric function

B.) Recomtnendations

r To be famiiiar with thc graph of ali function. 'fhis is important becausc we are requircd to

sketch a glaph for the function in this ciass. lf yotl havc an idea what the graph of the

firnctionlooklikeinyourbrain,itwillsaveyoulotsoftirnc.
o l,{arre clcar notes in thc trotebook. In this class, we have plenty of math knowlcdge necd

to learn. Having a clcar note can help to gct what we had leamed beforc and docsn't get

confusc.

o Fonn a group discussion with classmatcs. This is very helpful bccausc we can get some

new ideas, and can t'ind out sonlc mole eff-rcicnt ways to solvc the problems fiom

classmates.

C.) Mistakes that I made

. Sometimes I will get confused on the negative and positive sign when I was doing rnath

problems, especially in the derivative ancl antiderivative part. This mistake affects a lot

because it leads me to get far away from the correct answer.

o Get confuse between derivative and anticlerivative. At the beginning of the quaficr, I

sonetimes will antiderivative mix up tlerivative and antiderivative. This hurls me a lot

because t get totally dift-erent answel for the question, and we due with lots of questions

between these two in calculus'



Personal DeveloPment Exercise

Bert Lo is a really good professor due to his really clear explanation and the way

he teach you to really "master'o the math. After one quarter's learning in his class, here

I have some really important things to share with you'

First is something that you really need to know before you come to this 18 class:

1. Pythagorean Identities

It's including sin2(x)+cos21x; =1' tan2(x)+1 =sec2(x) and

1 + cot2 (x) = csc, (x) . This is really important because in the second half of the quarter.

you will need it to solve integrals. It's really important because after using these

identities, you can solve a lot of integrals by transforming them into different

functions or substitution. And at first I don't know some of them, and it makes me

feeling hard to solve some problems.

2. Basic hyPerbolic functions

Absolutely you will need this, including the formula of sinh, cosh and tanh

and their derivatives. You will going to learn it at the beginning of the 18 class, but I

still recommend you to study it by yourself because it can make you solve the

problem faster. Unfortunately I didn't study it well, so every time I need to spend a lot

of time calculating the formulas which is a waste of time'

3. Basic graph technoiogY

In the middle of the 18 class, graphing becomes a very important part of the

knowledge you will need. You will be supposed to graph some easy function like

f (x) = a" J'{x) = s" f (x) = xo andof course the ellipses and circles. I have a



friend who is not good at drawing the graphs, and he almost cannot do the

middle-hard problems because he even doesn't know how to draw it'

4. The derivatives of basic functions'

When you are going to find an anti-derivative, you will need to guess what

function,s derivative is the same as what you have, then this technology is a must- You

need to know the basic function's derivatives like /(x) = ar , J'{x) = e' , .f (x) = x' ,

f (x) =log,(x) and so on. Make sure you reviewed them before you come to this

class. If you did so, you will frnd the class it's much easier than you think'

5. The way of solving the limit

The 1A class is almost about the limit, 1B is an extension of 1A, so you also

need some strategies you learned from the previous class like L'Hdpital's rule' You

will also need these things, better know well about them. I lost a lot of points on

midterm 1 because of these mistakes. So I hope you can avoid these problems and get

good grades.

As a student of Bert Lo, I think it's my duty to tell you some ways to increase you

chance of success.

1. Do the note carefullY-

Always Lo's notes include every important points that you need to

understand. When you have the notes, you can increase you speed of studying' When

I forgot something, I always take out my notes and look at it, and then I found what I

missed. lf you keep doing the notes, it will be a really powerful tool before you have

the midterm.



2. Do the homework as much as you can'

why I recommend you to do the homework is that only after you practicing a

lot, you can really understand what is it about. I spend 5 hours every week to study

math, doing the homework. And after practiced a lot, it really improved my problem

solving ski|l. So if you want to success, please do the homework as much as you can'

3. Read the review package before the tests'

The fastest way to success is read his review packages before the test' The

review packages include almost everything that will be on the test, with some

problems even changed only some constants. So take you time and go though every

review package is really important for you to get higher grade'

And also I have something to wam you, which are my personal experiences:

1. It's OK to make mistake on quizzes, because that is the way you leam'

However, try to avoid the mistake you already had in your quizzes. Because each

mistake on the test may make you lost 5 times scores than the normal quizzes' And I

made some stupid mistake, which made me feel really awkward after getting the tests

back. This is the first really important thing you should avoid.

2. YOU MUST SHOW YOUR WORK CLEARLYAND LOGICALLY FOR

CREDIT. This is always works on math. Please try your best to write down all the

steps that you need to solve a problem. If you missed some steps, you may get only

partial credits. But if you only calculate the answer wrong, you will only lose a little

bit of your points. How you get to your answer is more important than your answer' I

forgot to write down some steps in midterm I and that makes me lose 3pts each



question and added up to 9pts, which is actually a big amount'

so here I really recommend you to following the things above' And hopefully you

can success in this class.



Personal DeveloPment

[a] 5 Skills that I had no mastery of before taking this cLass

O Trig Values

a Trig Identities

a Arithmetic

a Limits

a General S,raphs of basic functions

Ib] 3 Recormendation for future students

a Memorize all the tri-g values because they resurface' A }ot' Also know the

corresponding inverse trig values. Know the relationship between sine and cosine

and the various identities they share because this also resurfaces a 1ot'

a Understand concavity, increasing/decreasing, and the relationship between a

functionanditsderj.vative.Youwi]lhaveasolidfoundationinunder.standing
why a graph behaves the way that it does vs solvi-ng the problem but not knowing

rrrhat is reallY goi-ng on.

a Get in the habit of sanity checking your work. This will help you deepen your

understanding of the concept being learned and also make sure your solution is

correct. p1us, it,s another added exercise which t^rill help you in being able to

recognize where you may have made your mistake and correct that step'

Ic] 2 Study/Personal mistakes I cottmitted

a Formed a study gr oup during the last half of the quarter when I should have

formed it earlier because study groups fonce you to knour the material when

yourre helping others. Added bonus that everyone in the group is equally trying

to learn together i.nstead of feeling like they're forced to be there'

a Relied heavily on the Fundamentaf Theorem of Calculus' FTC isn't always the

go-to method of solving an integral. Rather, there are sevenal methods you try

before using the FTC. Having these extra methods alIows you to solve the

problems in different, and sometimes faster, ways'



B)

Personal DeveloPment Exercise

1. Remembering to take the derivative inside the ln. f'(x) of ln(x) = 11lx)(x')

2. Knowing graphs of ln, e*, 1/x, and also transformaiions of graphs'

3. Trig ldentities. Especially the double angle formulas like sin2x = 2sinxcosx

4. Basic algebra such as adding and subtracting. There have been many cases where I

made simple algebra mistakes like 5+2= 10 when it should be 7 and it threw my answer

off.

5. Property of powers' xu (xu) = x10 not x25' or (Xu)u= X25not X10

1. Don',t fall behind on homework or wait until the last day to do it. I did homework last minute

or piled up on homework so either I rushed it or did some of it. when you do your

homework, you're practicing the concepts for that chapter/section' When you get more

practice you're more familiar with the concept and when you see the test' you will be able

to recognize what steps to do. Also, the midterms/quiz are similar to what you see on the

homework so completing it is very helpful for yourself. You will be more successful if you

come prepared to class.

2. Go to the group tutoring. I went a few times and was able to find the help I needed' Even

just going to the tutoring center is helpful because you can get help. lf you just skip the

question and don't go back to it without asking for help, you will never know how to do it'

This also includes office hours because you Gan ask Mr. Lo about a question on a

quilmidterm and that will help you do better next time if you know how to solve the

mistake you had made PreviouslY.

3. Study in groups with your classmates. Beginning of quarter I studied by myself however

towards the end when I started studying with other people, I found myself doing more

work and getting help from peers helped me understand questions' This doesn't mean

copying their answer but we would compare answers and how to solve the question in the

most convenient way. When you study by yourself, sometimes you will feel lazy but when

you are with others, you feel motivated to do work with them'

1. Time management was a mistake I made because up to the 2nd midterm I did not

sufficienly use my time to practice math concepts and study. As a result, I didn poorly on

my first midterm and took a big hit to my grade. lt doesn't take a lot to at least go over the

notes and fully understand and keep practicing to master the concept so that you will feel

prepared for a test.

2. Go over your work or check your work at least once during midtermiquiz. The small

mistakes will always come and that includes negative signs. Negative signs will cost you

points because it wiil carry on to the work and eventually the answer' This also includes

making 1/x2 into r2 because I forgot the negative sign in the exponent and gave a totally

different answer when I integrated it.

c)



Name: DannY NguYen

lnstructor: Bert Lo

Personal DeveloPment

1)lnMr.BertLo,sclass,llearnedtheimportanceoffivebasics:
a) Long division: So you can do integration later on

b) Trig ldentities: Helps you with lntegration by parts and trig substitution

c)Basicgraphs:Socandothelimitswithoutcalculating
d)Polynomial:Theverybasicbutalotofpeoplestruggletodefine
e) Basic series: For the beginning of the class

2) Advice for students:

a) Not only do the homework but ask the professor and peers' especially peers

becauseMr.BertLodoesn'thavetimeforeveryone'openyourmouthand
ask for helP.

b)Keepyourspiritpositive,mostpeoplefailtheclassnotbecauseoftheirability
but their wrong mindset like: "l can't do it", "This class sucks"' etc' Not only

willyoumakeyourselfworsebutyoudeliberatelyletpeopledown!
c) Do THE WoRK, Math is trial and error. lf you flipped a test, don,t worry 30

lostisinsignificanttol000pointstotalsohavefun!
3) 2 mistakes You would make:

a) You don't review after class tillthe close end'

b) You don't ask for when You need it'



5 Algebraic Skitts That I Did liot Master Refore This Class:

1. Graphs oltrigonometric functions (esp. ittr.'et'se trigonomettic functions)

2. Valnes where trigonometric functions arc discontinuous

3. "Careful" arithmetic (tire signs inploblems)

4. Long division

5. Graphs of conic sections (esp. eliipses)

3 Recommendations:

1. Formulate a system on how to effectively approach a problem. Most of this class is knorn'ing lvhat

pattefi.I oltechnique you shouid appiy to a certain prolrlem in order to get it riglrt' lf possible, write dorvn

a step-by-step procedure on horv you could possibly soive it' accounting for a1l possible cases"

2. practice. practice. anrl practicc. once you formulatc ihe atrove systetl- tlie brcst wa,v to get it ingrainerl

into your head would be to practice the assignments given in the book. Practicing can also help vott

refine your system of approaching a problem. reveaiing spots where your system rs lacking'

3. Tr-v to reiy on a rninimum arnount of resources rvhen doing assigtmcnts. Relying on resources such as

calculators or r.vebsites like WolfrtrmAlpha can cause you to be dependetl on them. rhis is parlicularly

unhelpful as tests tend to be r.vithout a calculator anci don't builcl the elusive attribute olmathematical

intuition.

2 Personal il{istakes:

1. Do not get discouragecl on IB afler a couple of low test scores. Remember that the gteensheet alots

an extra 30 points for the cluiz sectiot'i. Do not be like me - going downhill fbr the rvhole qualtel after a

l-ew trad quizze s. A B may not be as good as an A but it's surely belter than an D'

2. Take advantagc ol.ofllce horrs. While they may be inconvenient towartls yoLlr curre llt schedule , officc

hours allolvs yon t6 get aclditional clarity on confusing questions. I clid not take advantage of ofl-ice hours

and relied on the intemet r,vhich made me realize that tire internet does not always tell the tluth'

Instr-uctors, on the other haud, can be trusted i1 the topic they are tcaching'



Dcar liture Math 18 students,

Belorv are r-,1y personal tips that I wish i had done to do better rn this class' Might not be usclul

toevcryoue,buthopefullyyouaretheonethatwillfindithelpful'

5 algebraic skills you want to tnastcr be lore this class:

l. Limits. Espccially L',Hopital's rule. lt will bc tcsted on the diagnostic qttiz' and it wll-L

rcappcar intensively latcr in this course '

2. Memorize all trig identities and forurula, and ktrou'how to utilize theutoo' A lot of

people including tnyself lost significant amount of points on the f'rrst midterm because of

this tttetnorization.

3. Memorize all trig derivatives and inversc trig derivatir,'es. Especially pay attctttion otr

positive and negative signs, srnce they arc often beir-rg mixed up by students'

4.Knolvhou.tosketchgrirphsforbasicful-tctiolts'Tlresefitnctionsarespecifiedinthe
prereqursite ret,iet(, package and you do r-re ecl to kno\v ALL of them for the diagnostic

quiz ancl other quizzcs and r-nidtcnns'

5. Know the differencc bctwecn critical points and reflections point and how to idcntify

them in a graPh.

Do's:
o Do homeworks. 11 sounds cliche, but it is true fbr this class, or at least fbr myself. Sonre

of you would probably be thrilled to iearn that hornervorks are not collected nor graded

for this class. Yes they are not graded because everything is reflected in quizzes and

rnidten-us.

oTakereviewpacketsseriously'Sonreproblemsinquizzesarrdmicltermsarc.extremely

sirnilar to the ones in revicw packets and homeu"orks'

o Memorize tbnnulas, thcories and dcfinitions thoroughly beforc eachquiz and mtdtenn'

-l'hosc are delinitely not givcn during cach quiz and midtenn aud no cheat shects arc

allowed either.

f)on'ts:
o Don't slack otf tbr the first half of the quader an<i hope that you will catch up later'

becattse fbr tnost CaSeS you won,t, This class moves on so fast that it does not a1lor,v any

slacklng,exceptyouareincrediblysmartandgifted.whiclrisnotmostofus.
o Do not undcrestinrate a topic everl if you irad some knowledge about it lrom your

previous experience. I encountered some lamiliar concepts at the beglnning of the quarter

that I thought I might havc advantage on, but still did horrible on the cluizzcs'

o Do not come for quizzes ancl midtenns sleep-depriYed, or try your best not to' You rnight

fail to recognize somc details like mc and regret for those careless rnistakcs later'

Hope you do well in this class, good luck'



since this class requires a lot of background knorvledge, t had to releam my hasic

algebra. Learning how to complete the square \'vas one of the most uselul techniques' along with

icrentifiing graphs. { relearned my trigonometric identities, and the derivatives along with the

ranges and domains of certain functions. I tinally understood how to identify rvhether or not a

function would be 
'dd, 

even or neither. 'Ihis is extremely helpful when doing the integration' It

wili save a lot of time on both tlie midterm, and quizzes' Remembering ttre FTC is the absolute

m.st critical skill in this crass. without a strong understanding of the FTC. yes this means being

able to repeat it rvord for word, there is no way I wourd be able to evaluate certain functions"

in this class. one of the most important things to do is follow the schedule' Putting in the

time to do the homework anrl staying on schedure will create a series of repetition a,d practice

that u,,itri create a strong tbundation, and expose yoll to a variety of problems that are not

provided on the midterm review" Staying on scheclule includes doing the homework when it is

assigned rather than putting it otf until later because it w.ill pile up and backfire. cramming does

not work. and doingihe work will allorv you to ask questions ancl work in groups more

efficiently to understand the material better'

lf-vorrarestruggling.thetutorialcenterins43isoneofthenrosthelpfulplaceslhave
gone to get the hetp I n""4. g* specific with the questions' and if you dg not understand it' then

terl thern. They are great with helping students understand the problems. Make some lriends in

lvtath tB, and create a stucly group. This way, everyoile shares a ditTerent way on hon'to

approach a problem. If one way seems to lclng, someone eise might have a different approach

leading to the same answer that may be shorler and easier to do'

The mistakes I made in this class was rushing the integrations rather than taking m1-tirne'

There are a series or steps to take before starting the integration by looking at the inter-val first.

then the function. Although this rnay seetn very obvious, this w'as one of the protrlems I did not

recognize. T'he second mistake l made was not brushing up on my algebra skills like { needed'

Take the tir:ne to actually understand everything on the review packet, and if you notice any

struggles regar,Cing background knowleclge. make sure to strengthen these skills' Simple sign

changes, and algebra mistakes *uy ...*1ike tiny effors; however. these tiny errors actuaily lead

to incorrect answ-ers.


